To: New Jersey Law Revision Commission  
From: Samuel M. Silver, Dep. Dir.  
Date: January 10, 2022

MEMORANDUM

Project Summary

The New Jersey Unemployment Compensation Law 1 (UCL or Act) provides that an individual who voluntarily leaves work “without good cause attributable to such work” is “disqualified for benefits” until certain conditions have been met. 2 An individual’s separation from work as a result of incarceration is reviewed, pursuant to the applicable regulations, as if the individual voluntarily left their employment. 3

In Haley v. Bd. of Rev., Dept. of Lab., the New Jersey Supreme Court examined “whether pretrial detention premised on charges that are subsequently dismissed is, automatically, a disqualifying separation from work within the meaning of the Act.” 4 The absence of statutory language to address the loss of employment due to wrongful incarceration leaves open the possibility that “one arm of the government can cause the loss of a person’s job by detaining him on charges later dismissed by a grand jury, and that another arm can find that the exonerated worker “voluntarily” left his position without good cause and thus disabling him from receiving unemployment benefits.” 5

Statute Considered

N.J.S. 43:21.5, entitled “Disqualification for benefits” states, in relevant part that:

An individual shall be disqualified for benefits:

(a) For the week in which the individual has left work voluntarily without good cause attributable to such work, and for each week thereafter until the individual becomes reemployed and works eight weeks in employment, which may include employment for the federal government, and has earned in employment at least ten times the individual's weekly benefit rate, as determined in each case. This subsection shall apply to any individual seeking unemployment benefits on the basis of employment in the production and harvesting of agricultural crops, including any individual who was employed in the production and harvesting of agricultural crops on a contract basis and who has refused an offer of continuing

---

2 N.J.S. 43:21-5(a) (providing that the disqualification will continue until the individual: (1) becomes reemployed and works for eight weeks; and (2) has earned in employment at least ten times the individual’s weekly benefit rate).
5 Id. at 525 (Albin, J., dissenting).
work with that employer following the completion of the minimum period of work required to fulfill the contract. This subsection shall not apply to an individual who voluntarily leaves work with one employer to accept from another employer employment which commences not more than seven days after the individual leaves employment with the first employer, if the employment with the second employer has weekly hours or pay not less than the hours or pay of the employment of the first employer, except that if the individual gives notice to the first employer that the individual will leave employment on a specified date and the first employer terminates the individual before that date, the seven-day period will commence from the specified date.

* * *

Background

Clarence Haley was arrested for a serious offense and incarcerated, pursuant to a court order, pending trial. His mother contacted his employer and requested, on his behalf, that his job be preserved. During the eight weeks that followed, Haley was terminated from his employment, a grand jury declined to indict him, and the prosecutor dismissed all of the charges against him.

Haley filed an application for unemployment compensation after he was released from his pretrial detention. His application was denied by the Department of Labor and Workforce Development (Department). The reason given for the denial was that he had “voluntarily left his job … without good cause attributable to work.” The decision of the Department was affirmed by the Appeal Tribunal, the Board of Review, and the Appellate Division.

The Appellate Division affirmed the decision of the Appeal Tribunal and the Board of Review citing Fennell v. Board of Review. The Court concluded that the UCL was “amended in 1961 to disqualify applicants who leave work for purely personal reasons, and that incarceration was a purely personal reason.” Although the Court acknowledged that the Act does not automatically disqualify individuals from receiving benefits “who have quit or [have] been terminated for personal reasons not connected to work,” it reasoned that “the Legislature would not have created explicit exemptions from disqualification … if benefits were payable for any non-work-related reason an employee is terminated from employment.”

---

6 Id. at 515.
7 Id.
8 Id.
9 Id.
10 Id. at 515-16.
11 Id. at 516.
12 Id. at 516.
13 Id. at 517.
14 Id.
15 Id. at 516.
The New Jersey Supreme Court granted Haley’s petition for certification.\textsuperscript{16}

\section*{Analysis}

The UCL is remedial legislation whose purpose is “to provide some income for the worker earning nothing, because he is out of work through no fault or act of his own.”\textsuperscript{17} The remedial nature of the UCL requires that it “must be construed liberally in favor of allowance of benefits.”\textsuperscript{18} The New Jersey Supreme Court has consistently recognized that the “public policy behind the Act is to afford protection against hazards of economic insecurity due to involuntary unemployment.”\textsuperscript{19}

The Court examined the language of N.J.S. 43:21-5(a) in conjunction with N.J.A.C. 12:17-9.1(e). The Court noted that where incarceration is the underlying reason for an individual’s separation from work, the regulations indicate that the matter is to be reviewed as a “voluntarily leaving work issue” that necessitates a fact-sensitive analysis.\textsuperscript{20} The Court said that in matters involving a claimant’s illness or lack of transportation, “our jurisprudence is consistent with the direction given by the Department” regarding the necessity of a fact-intensive review of “voluntary leaving” cases.\textsuperscript{21}

The \textit{Haley} Court determined that incarceration, like illness and lack of transportation, “is not an absolute bar to unemployment benefits.”\textsuperscript{22} The Court reversed the judgment of the Appellate Division and remanded for a fact-intensive review of the totality of the circumstances surrounding Haley’s detention and release to determine whether Haley “left work voluntarily.”\textsuperscript{23} The Court indicated that the analysis would have to go beyond whether Haley was “falsely imprisoned” and consider “that authorities arrested Haley, the court ordered him to be detained pretrial, the grand jury declined to indict, and the charges against him were dismissed” and that he took steps to try to protect his employment.\textsuperscript{24}

\section*{The Dissent}

Justice Albin noted that the statutory language regarding whether an employee “has left
work voluntarily without good cause attributable to such work… is far from the model of clarity.”

In his dissent, he questioned whether the Legislature intended to permit “one arm of the government to … cause the loss of a person’s job by detaining him on charges later dismissed … and [allow] another arm of the government [to] find that the exonerated worker ‘voluntarily’ left his employment without good cause, thus disabling him from receiving unemployment benefits ….”

The dissent rejected the majority’s fact-sensitive analysis because it relied upon a number of “undefined factors” and “certain defined factors.” According to the dissent, “all exonerated employees who lose their jobs because of pretrial detention are entitled to unemployment benefits under the UCL.” Such a determination, the dissent continued, would “advance the socially remedial purposes of the UCL rather than leave the employees doubly victimized – first by a wrongful detention that causes their unemployment and then by a government indifferent to their financial distress.”

Justice Albin concluded by stating that “[b]ecause this case is ultimately about the meaning of the UCL, the Legislature – by its silence or actions – will have the final word on whether… [the Court’s] decision is consistent with the law it enacted.”

Pending Legislation

There is no pending legislation in New Jersey that concerns the issue raised in this Memorandum.

Conclusion

Staff requests authorization to conduct additional research and outreach to determine whether it would be useful to modify N.J.S. 43:21-5(a) to clarify its impact on an employee terminated from employment solely because of an arrest and pretrial detention followed by a dismissal of the criminal charges.

---

25 Id. at 528. Emphasis original.
26 Id. at 525 (Albin, J., dissenting).
27 Id. at 529 (noting defined factors to be whether the applicant engaged in voluntary acts resulting in absence from work, whether he actively tried to keep the job, and the length of absence from work).
28 Id.
29 Id.
30 Id. at 531.